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Debugger for Fortran This software component is only for debugging single or multithreaded Fortran
applications. It can be used with the Visual Fortran IDE, Visual Studio, Eclipse and GNU GDB.

Integrated runtime library. Libraries of supported compilers are present in single package: Intel C++
Compiler, Intel fortran compiler 11.1, Intel Math Kernel Library, Intel Threading Building Blocks and
Intel Performance Primitives. This package is designed for Intel 64, IA-32 and IA-64 architectures.

Integrated performance library. It consists of several libraries: Intel Integrated Performance
Primitives and Intel C++ Compiler, that enhance performance of C/C++, Fortran, and the OpenMP

API, and provide library and compiler directives for optimizing applications. Intel Math Kernel Library
The Intel Math Kernel Library provides functionality to support and develop MPI applications. It
comprises the libraries and tools to compute and communicate values in parallel such as dot

products, matrix multiplication, and transforms. It includes the Intel Math Kernel Library (Intel MKL),
an open source library for fast matrix multiplication, and Intel Math Library (Intel MLS), a high

performance numeric computation library. The Intel OpenMP API is designed to provide a consistent
and comprehensive framework for parallel applications that use various shared memory, message
passing, or other communication methods. The OpenMP API comprises the OpenMP API libraries,

OpenMP APIs, and the OpenMP API runtime libraries. The latest Intel Image and Multimedia Library,
Version 9.4.2, supports the JPEG, JPEG2000, MPEG-4 and MPEG-1 codecs. This package provides a

collection of optimized codecs, including extensions to MPEG-4 and JPEG.
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Visual Studio 2010 includes a Fortran module in the Developer Express IDE. The module provides a
convenient way to create a Fortran application using Microsoft Visual Studio language support. This

module also supports Intel MPI, Intel COMDATS, and Microsoft OpenMP. Visual Studio supports
debugging a Fortran application within the IDE. Support for debugging is via the

Microsoft.Visual.Fortran.Interpreter (MVFI) integrated development environment. It is built as part of
the Developer Studio compiler, linked to the Visual Studio 2010 main installer. Read More F90 to
Fortran 2017 Version Decompiler is a free tool that lets you recover the source code of Fortran 90

programs. It provides a very fast decompilation of binary files that are generated by compilers such
as gfortran, Intel F90, Open MPI. This is useful to share source code when the original source code is
lost or to share large programs with compilers that do not natively support binary translation. Read
More Intel Tracer is a low-overhead tracing library that performs event-based tracing in applications
at runtime. It collects data about the application MPI and serial or OpenMP* regions, and can trace
custom set functions. It provides a time-based trace analysis based on the profiles collected by the

Intel Trace Collector at runtime and provides trace visualization such as data sorting based on
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profiles, displaying data on multiple plots, plotting events over time or activity categorization. Read
More Version 11.0-1 of Zencrack was built with the Intel Fortran Compiler, Version 2019.1. (a.k.a.

Intel Parallel Studio XE 2019). If a compiler is to be used, this version or later should be the preferred
compiler version. 5ec8ef588b
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